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Second Chance Holiday
When entrepreneur Len Forkas learned that his nine-year-old son had leukemia, his
own life changed forever. In 2003, Len founded Hopecam, a nonprofit that uses
technology to connect young cancer patients with their friends at school. Ten years
later, Len's fight against childhood cancer rose to a new level. He qualified as a
solo competitor in Race Across America, a 3,000-mile bicycle race that traverses
scorching deserts and 11,000-foot mountain elevations. As Len fought to finish the
race is just 12 days, an all-volunteer crew supported him around the clock. What
Spins the Wheel is a true story about fatherhood and fortitude, business grit and
growth ? and the power of combining the right mission with the right team to help
others.

Who Benefits From Trade?
In the second book of the Jannah Jewels Series, the girls are caught and thrown
aboard the ship of Zheng He, the famous Chinese Muslim Admiral. Caught in a
lightning thunderstorm, they must sail in raging waters to retrieve a rare medicine
plant. Can the Jannah Jewels escape the fiery arrows of pirates and make it safely
back home?

Mox illustrated guide to freelance translation
The movie musical has been a much loved genre since motion pictures found a
voice and learned to sing. Throughout the decades, audiences thrilled to the
glamour of the musicals of Busby Berkley and were emotionally invested in stories
about Austrian nuns and the King of Siam with the musicals from Rodgers and
Hammerstein. With the advent of Rock 'n Roll, Heavy Metal, R&B, Motown, Punk
Rock, and Disco entering the public consciousness, musicals started to sing a very
different tune. Into the 1970s, the movie musical became a daring, dangerous, and
divinely decedent cinema experience. Lee Gambin's We Can Be Who We Are:
Movie Musicals from the 1970s explores this explosive energy and diversity. From
the quirky sophistication of On A Clear Day You Can See Forever and the dark
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unnerving genius of Cabaret to the sweet sentimentality of Charlotte's Web,
Gambin's book offers insightful film criticism while exhaustively covering the
decade. Some of the films Gambin examines include Phantom of the Paradise,
Grease, The Wiz, Rock'n'Roll High School, Bedknobs and Broomsticks, All That Jazz,
Godspell, Hair, The Rose, Saturday Night Fever, The Rocky Horror Picture Show,
Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, Pete's Dragon, Tommy, Kiss Meets The
Phantom of the Park, and many, many more. The book also features incredible
brand new interviews from dozens of extremely talented artists who made these
movies possible: director John Carpenter discussing his biopic Elvis; Lesley Ann
Warren giving fascinating insight into the made for TV production It's A BirdIt's A
PlaneIt's Superman; auteur filmmaker Norman Jewison delivering two very different
musicals with Fiddler on the Roof and Jesus Christ Superstar. This book is loaded
with numerous production stories and candid insights into how these films were
made and received. Gambin's book also features loads of wonderful photos, many
of which have never before been seen including wonderfully candid behind the
scenes stills!

Along the Shore
"Buy the "Reset: Control, Alt, Delete" paperback and download the eBook for only
$0.99 - 0.64." Learn how to rise from the ashes of defeat. Get self-help, Embrace
positive thinking, Live a happier life, and Find your destiny. No one can defeat you.
You can only defeat yourself. No one can truly save you. You must save yourself.
There is hope and a way out! Help yourself by reading Reset: Control, Alt, Delete
find answers and change your life for the better. RESET: Control, Alt, Delete, unlike
other self-help books is written specifically to help you to find the encouragement,
strength, and personal growth that you will need to change your perspective with
positive thinking so you can live a hopeful life that creates a path allowing you to
find your destiny. Take action by getting yourself a copy of Brian's book. You will
be so grateful you did! "Tags: self help, positive thinking, self-help books, self-help
happiness, personal growth book, self-help books, depression""

The Least Likely. Memoirs of Judge Michael Ryan from the
Housing Projects to the Courthouse
Single and proud of it! Oh, oops As a Certified Professional Organizer, everything in
Paige Parker's world is as it should be. Perfect apartment, perfect office, perfect
life. And now, the perfect vacation planned to honor Singles Day. After all, what's
better than celebrating her pride in being single? Because who needs a man
anyway? They have zero taste in quality television, leave the toilet seat up, and
sleep with your best friend. No thanks. Her life is fine just the way it is. As the
owner of a now-dormant bed & breakfast, Lucas Croft's life is simple and quiet. It's
only him and his five-year-old daughter, which is just the way he likes it. Because
who needs a woman anyway? They nag you to clean up your stuff, want the toilet
seat put down, and expect the dishes to be done the same day the meal is cooked.
No thanks. His life is fine just the way it is. But when Paige books a room that
Lucas' well-intentioned sister listed without his knowledge, their two worlds collide.
If they can survive the week together, they just might discover exactly what
they've both been missing. "Adorable, romantic, funny, and sexy!"—Kirkus Reviews
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for Black Tie Optional

The Little Tax Lien Tax Deed Book ( They Don't Want You to
Know About)
Jamie Ness is homeless and on the run. His father attacked him which left no
choice but for Jamie to leave everything behind. He's going as far as his two feet
will take him, to put as much distance between himself and his past as he can. His
deepest fear is that his father will realize the mistake he made in throwing away
the only money coming into their home and hunt for him. Putting distance between
his father and wherever he stopped was his greatest priority. After walking for
days, it was impossible to turn down a hot meal when Chris Rose pulled up at his
side on the outskirts of a town he didn't know. Offering the young man a helping
hand was ingrained in Chris. Something to eat, a warm bed, and safety, even if he
could only get Jamie to agree to one night. He would have offered that and more to
the young man with the shadowed eyes. Except more trouble was looming for the
younger Jamie, and nothing in his life could have prepared him for Chris's secrets.

Handel
To save a stranger's life, she put her own in the hands of a man who represented
everything she loathed. Young CEO Marie Archer was shocked when her brother,
Joseph, returned from the Middle East with a contract for a new office in the
Kingdom of Alfaidya, a royal fiancée, and a wedding four days away. Despite her
concern over his rush to get married, there was nothing Marie wouldn't do for
Joseph. She silenced the alarm bells echoing in her head and traveled halfway
across the world with him to attend the wedding. The language barrier in Alfaidya
disoriented Marie, and she was bewildered when traditions demanded her
involvement in the ceremony as the groom's sister. The bride's brother, Crown
Prince Mazen Alfaidy, fascinated Marie; a breathtakingly handsome man with
mysterious eyes, his silent attentions to her only increased her confusion. The last
thing she expected was the brutal betrayal by her beloved brother, forcing her into
an arranged marriage with Prince Mazen to seal a Sisters Trading deal. Confined in
the palace with a perfect stranger - a husband she doesn't know or trust - Marie's
life is riddled with lies and secrets. Royal intrigue, traditions, and rules have put
her in danger. Now, the new princess has a lot to learn, and many black keys to
find. Can she open her heart to a world so unlike her own, or will her prejudices
prevent her from finding happiness? Because when it comes to love, rules blur and
traditions fade.

Until Susan
QUOTES FROM THE JEWS "I say the word " Anti-Semite" is vulgar and pedantic: that
I think will be universally admitted. It is also nonsensical. The antagonism to the
Jews has nothing to do with any supposed "Semitic" race which probably does not
exist any more than do many other modern hypothetical abstractions, and which,
anyhow, does not come into the matter. The Anti-Semite is not a man who hates
the modern Arabs or the ancient Carthaginians. He is a man who hates Jews."
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Let Me Tell You a Story
Trade policy is one of the hottest issues of the 2016 election, but throughout the
campaign, the level of discussion about it has been abysmally low. This collection
is designed to correct that, offering readers everything they need to understand
the relevant facts and arguments and make informed decisions for themselves
about what should be done in this crucial arena.

Falling Fast
If you desire the lightning, you must also prepare for the storm. — Colonel Armon *
* * Az-ca's Kings have never invaded the land of their enemy. Will a Queen be so
bold? Sherra devises new ways to strike at the Supreme Leader of Ny-nes, only to
discover that he is stronger and more devious than she and Kerok could ever
imagine. When they inevitably clash, will there be a victor?

What Spins the Wheel
In 1890, in Little Bethlehem, Missouri, school teacher Sara Calder is looking
forward to the town's holiday festivities when her ex-lover, now a widower, returns
to town offering his love and trying to get her to care for his troubled young son. At
first distrustful, Sara's heart warms to him as the holiday spirit takes hold.

Until November
Zoey Sanders is spending her senior year at a mysterious castle in Scotland that
she believes is haunted. The mystery deepens and she has strong speculations
that spirits are inhabiting her body at night when she dreams. As she tries to figure
out what is going on, two students fall into a deep coma. Something sinister is
happening and Zoey is determined to figure it out. She also vows to save the castle
spirits that desperately need her help.

Unmarked
This is part 2. ***This is a three book novella series*** Julia explores her feelings
toward her ex that left her to chase his dreams. As she plans her reception, she
feels drawn to Luke. When Julia finds out her father is dying, she is devastated. He
tells her his biggest regret is not getting the chance to dance with her at her
wedding reception. So what does Julia do? She creates the perfect wedding
reception. But there’s one problem. Julia doesn’t have a groom. Nonetheless, she
plans a small wedding reception for close friends and family so her father will get
his last dying wish. But when the press hears about the heartwarming story, Julia
creates a media buzz. The story goes viral and her simple wedding reception goes
from a backyard event to being hosted at one of the most elegant ballrooms in
New York City. And when billionaire, Luke Ellison, enters the mix, the press goes
wild. Can Julia fight her attraction toward a man who broke her heart so many
years ago? contemporary crush, love story, romance love, new adult romance,
billionaire obsession, contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire series,
melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, romantic comedy,
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billionaire, new adult, second chances, comedy, humor, rich, quick read, serial,
series, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature, story,
stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, billionaire romance,
seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, romantic
comedy, contemporary crush

We Can Be Who We Are: Movie Musicals from the '70s
Father Paul Nelson, born and raised in southern Minnesota, has served the people
of that area during the entire 50-plus years of his career as a priest. His memoirs
tell of his efforts to serve the people he loves as educator, administrator, and most
of all as confessor and friend.

Queen of the Blues
Sophie Grates has never had it easy, but she's finding her way through life one
step and one day at a time. That is, Until Nico comes in and flips her world upsidedown. He forces her to see you cannot live life from the outside looking in, and
sometimes you have to step out onto the ledge so you can really enjoy the view.
Nico Mayson knew the moment he saw Sophie Grates that she was the one. His
whole life, he has been judged by what's on the outside, so finding a beautiful
woman who sees the real him only makes his feelings that much stronger. Nico
knows the kind of man he is, and the things he is capable of, and he will do
everything in his power to help Sophie fight her demons so they can have their
happily ever after. Everything in life worth having is worth fighting for.

A Priest from the Prairies of Minnesota
A porcelain doll lost during a hurricane on a pre-Civil War sugar plantation, Abigail
Rose, in her own words, describes life in 19th century Florida-through the long and
worrisome War Between the States, frightening visits from enemy troops, nearmisses with local Indians, and a chance encounter with a fugitive. The Adventures
of Abigail Rose - Ida Patten's Antebellum Doll, as historical fiction, will entertain
readers while candidly detailing but a brief moment in history. Intended for
children ages 8 to 108, this book is a delightful read for the whole family.
Additional materials include a detailed Epilogue, Glossary, Study Guide, and more.
The proceeds from the sale of this book will go toward upkeep and restoration of
the historic Patten House (built in 1895), on the Gamble Mansion property in
Ellenton, Florida.

The Blues
When Mia Allenton's sister calls, asking her for help after finding out her husband
cheated, Mia packs up her life in Montana and moves to Tennessee to be there for
her and her three girls. As Mia begins to settle in, a tornado comes through,
bringing along with it Talon Mayson, a man determined to prove to her that good
men do exist.Talon knows he's got his work cut out for him when it comes to
earning Mia's trust, but slowly her walls start to crumble, and they begin to build
something beautiful. Unfortunately, someone from Talon's past isn't happy about
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him being back in Tennessee, and they're willing to do anything to prevent him
from ever being happy.Is the Boom between Talon and Mia strong enough to
weather the storm that's coming?

A Barker Family Christmas
This book was written to inspire anyone who has dealt with poverty, domestic
violence, drug addiction, instability, foster care, hopelessness and death. It was
also written to motivate people to reach their full potential who have experienced
the latter mentioned things as well those who haven't endured the tragedies that
befell this young man. This book could easily have been titled "No Excuses"
because despite all the challenges this young man faced he rose from the Housing
Projects to the Court House and gives a blueprint of how you can rise above
expectations too!

Until Lilly
Trevor Mayson had his life planned out - make the family business successful and
play the field for a few more years before eventually settling down. Then he sees
her. Liz Hayes was beautiful, shy and everything that he could ever wantbut she
didn't fit into his plans. After Trevor painfully rejects her, Liz finally starts to move
on, but Trevor is finding it difficult to truly let her go. It seems the more he tries to
stay away, the more intense his feelings for her become. Like a stretched rubber
band, he can only take so much before snapping. Liz Hayes is done waiting for
Trevor and isn't interested in getting her heart broken by him again, but Trevor is
making it difficult for her to forget him when he shoves his way back into her life.
Can Trevor prove to her that he is worth falling in love with again, and is he ready
to change his life plan to let her into his heart?

One Last Wish
Spending Christmas with the Barker triplets just might be the craziest idea ever…
Christmas in New Waterford might never be the same again. With Shane and Bobbi
on the outs, Logan and Billie adjusting to sleepless nights and a baby who’s now
mobile, things are bad enough. But with newly minted Hollywood superstar, Betty,
planning a wedding in town, the potential for disaster is high. Their gramps has
been sidelined by a fall and their father is ailing, so can these triplets get it
together—and more importantly—get along? Or will they kill each other before the
turkey is served? It just might take a miracle for them to survive the holidays
without any injuries. With Matt Hawkins and a Simon or two along for the ride, this
Christmas will be full of tears, laughs, reflection—and if Betty has her way—a
wedding.

Catling's Bane
From the world of NYT and USA Today bestselling author, Aurora Rose Reynolds.
See how the Mayson clan began. You've read their sons' stories, now it's James and
Susan's turn. Experience the boom all over again in this action-packed novella of
insta-love and suspense from Author CP Smith.
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Merchant Vessels of the United States
Finding out my husband, my best friend, only had months to live was devastating.
Sitting out under the star-filled sky, listening to him wish on star after star, night
after night, almost killed me. He never wished to get better. He wished for me to
be happy. He wished for me to find the strength to move on. I told him his wishes
were pointless, because happiness wouldn't exist without him. I found out soon
after he passed away that I was pregnant. But I had no idea his final wish would
bring me something I never thought I'd find again.

The Adventures of Abigail Rose - Ida Patten's Antebellum Doll
Childhood memories become warm and rose colored, "and that's as it should be,"
so said an old friend of mine who shared more than a few with me. Mine, too, are
warm and rose colored; but also vivid. Yes, I really do remember being in a crib.
Folks challenge me on that once in a while. But for how much longer, I'm not sure.
Once the mental concrete hardens, I'll be left with what I can glean from pictures
and second hand accounts. So I wrote this book. And of course, one memory led to
another. Eleven years of them, the ones I spent growing up Brooklyn. What follows
are the good stories of the people who mattered - still matter - to me. Today more
than ever, I look at them with warm, rose colored sight, content that my earliest
memories are true and valuable.

Until Talon
Tired of unrealistic romance novels? In Let Me Tell You a StoryThe Dating Life of an
Average Girl and What Really Happens, twentysomething European fashion
designer Katie Miller invites you into the wild world of her dating life. With cheeky
humor, Miller describes her many lovers with tantalizing frankness. After a messy
breakup with her ten-year boyfriend, Miller delves into online dating and drunken
one-night stands. Along the way she meets dashing gentlemen from Spain, Ireland,
Hungary, and more. From suitors twice her age to a couple wanting a threesome,
Miller sees it all. Always willing to own her mistakes, Miller spares no detail when it
comes to cringeworthy anecdotes. Whether you're looking to live vicariously or just
glean useful advice, Miller's book measures up. Learn from her flubs as she bluntly
writes about accidentally flinging lacy panties into the street, discovering a lover
has a grown son who's hotter than him, and screwing up a budding relationship
with what she thinks is the man of her dreams, but he isn't even close. Best paired
with a bottle of ros�, this chatty account of contemporary dating will inspire you to
put yourself out there and be your fiercest self.

Jannah Jewels Book 2
Rose Winter's Window
Merchant Vessels of the United States
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Mike Rouger isn't looking for love. He decided long ago that he would rather stay
single than get mixed up with a woman again. Then Kathleen Mullings comes back
into his life with her teenage son and changes everything. What happens when a
man set in his ways meets a sassy woman who knows what she wants? Mix in the
Mayson clan and the Christmas season and you're sure to enjoy the ride of Second
Chance Holiday.

Until Trevor
In the tiers of Ellegeance, the elite Influencers' Guild holds the power to manipulate
emotions. Love and fear, pain and pleasure, healing and death mark the extremes
of their sway, but it's the subtle blends that hook their victims' hearts. They hide
behind oaths of loyalty and rule the world. A child born in the grim warrens
beneath the city, Catling rues the rose birthmark encircling her eye. Yet, it grants
her the ability to disrupt the influencers' sway. Established methods of civil control
disintegrate before her. She's a weapon desired by those who reign and those who
rebel. To the Influencer's Guild, she's an aberration, a threat. They order her death
and thus the betrayals begin. One woman protects and trains her, plotting to use
her shield to further imperial goals. No longer a helpless child, Catling has other
plans. As chaos shakes the foundations of order and rule, will she become the
realm's savior? Or its executioner? The Rose Shield Tetralogy - a blend of science
fiction and fantasy. Welcome to a world of three moons, a sentient landscape,
rivers of light, and tier cities that rise from the swamps like otherworld flowers. A
planet of waterdragons, where humans are the aliens living among three-fingered
natives with spotted skin. Where a half-blood converses with the fog and the
goddess plans her final reckoning. Follow Catling's journey as she grows from
childhood into the deadly force that shapes the future. She is the realm's shield, an
influencer, assassin, healer, mother, and avenger. And all she wants is to go home.
The books of The Rose Shield Tetralogy Catling's Bane Oathbreakers' Guild
Farlanders' Law Kari's Reckoning

Run with the Moon
November is looking forward to getting to know her father and the safety of a small
town. After leaving the big apple and her bad memories for Tennessee, November
starts working for her dad at his strip club doing the books. The one time she's
allowed there during club hours she runs into Asher Mayson. He's perfect until he
opens his mouth and makes assumptions. November wants nothing to do with
Asher but too bad for November fate has other plans. Asher Mayson has never had
a problem getting a woman that is until November. Now all he can think about is
making November his and keeping her safe.

Wide Open Spaces
That moment your life changes. That moment that changes your life. That moment
you love someone more than you love yourself. That was the moment we gave our
son up for adoption and the moment I was left bare. A wide-open space that would
forever be empty. There are moments that define you as a person, moments that
prove just how strong you are, moments you push yourself to keep going forward
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when all you really want to do is give up. It was in one of those moments when I
reached out and found him waiting for me. When Shelby Calder left home fifteen
years ago, she never planned on returning to the Alaskan town she left behind. But
after the death of her grandfather and a bitter divorce, she hopes going home will
be a fresh start for her and her ten-year-old son. Zach Watters has made a lot of
mistakes in his life. But when he sees Shelby Calder, looking more beautiful than
ever, standing outside her childhood home, he promises himself that letting her go
won't be a mistake he ever makes again. Some things never change and love is
one of them.

Happy Singles Day
When Cash Mayson was forced to choose between the love of his life and his
unborn child, he knew exactly what he had to do. No matter how broken it left him.
When Lilly Donovan was forced to accept that the guy she loved wasn't who she
thought he was and became a single mother, she knew exactly what she had to do.
Proving just how strong she was. What happens when years later you find out that
everything you thought you knew was a lie? Can two people who once loved each
other overcome the obstacles that are thrown at them and fall in love all over
again? Cash Mayson had forgotten how it felt to be loved Until Lilly came back into
his life. And now that he remembers, he will do everything within his power to keep
not only the woman that he loves, but also his children. The power of love is a
beautiful thing.

The Jews
This is Book 4 in The Chosen Series but it can be read as a STANDALONE since it is
Sean's story. For Mature Audiences 17+ only, please. Sean Ford has loved Lizzie
O'Malley all of his adult life. Now that he is in his thirties and a successful tattoo
artist, he finds himself stuck in life. He should have He could have But he didn't.
Kicking himself for letting Lizzie slip through his fingers, he has to pretend that life
is just peachy. His favorite past time is hiding out in his bedroom. When Aoife
Flanagan arrives in Boston to do an internship with college, she is glad to have
escaped the dismal life she has back in Wicklow, Ireland. As a twenty-three year
old student and professional, she prefers staying in the corner at parties, hiding
from everyone's attention, and sticking to the financial plan that her father
outlined for her. One night One confusing night One amazing summer Sean and
Aoife may have been brought together by fate but to stay together means more
than roses and butterflies. They must fight the world for one another. What
separates them is one big ocean and one tiny question. Sink or Swim?

Reset
One of America's top tax lien and tax deed investors and instructors reveals highprofit money-generating tax sales and tax auction investment techniques covered
almost nowhere else, yet also explains the basics and the potential dangers for tax
lien investors just starting out in this lucrative area. This quick short and easy-toread glimpse inside the real world of tax lien and tax deed investing is a must-have
book for any serious tax deed or tax lien real estate property investor!
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Growing Up Brooklyn
Nicknamed the Queen of the Blues, Bessie Smith rose up from poverty in the
American South to become one of the most famous and respected recording artists
of her generation. Smith was at the forefront of transitioning blues music from a
rural novelty to a legitimate art form that critics and audiences took seriously.
Behind the scenes of her success, though, Bessie navigated a story family and
personal life. She had adult sisters who depended on her for a living and yet
disrespected her when she wasn’t around. Likewise, she settled with a husband,
Jack Gee, who mistreated her in every possible way. This book looks at the
incredible and influential life of Bessie Smith.

Enchanted Dreams Groomless - Part 2 (My Billionaire Romance)
Colton Allyster is relieved to be back home. After a year of rehabilitation, losing his
career as a Marine along with his fiancé, he's had to learn quickly what's really
important. Colton grew up wanting to serve his country. Managing his parents'
biker bar was never part of his plan, but after meeting Gia Caro, he's beginning to
think that's exactly where he's meant to be. Ever since Gia Caro arrived in the
small, sleepy town of Ruby Falls, Tennessee, her life has spiraled out of control.
Between losing her grandmother a little more each day to dementia, and her hot
boss's constant attention, her once quiet existence isn't so quiet anymore. After
weeks of sidestepping Colton, things get out of hand, and before Gia knows what's
happening, she's spending her nights in his bed and her mornings in his kitchen.
And as he cleans out drawers and makes room in his closet, she starts to wonder if
she's falling too fast.

Until Nico
Her name is Rose Winter. She is suddenly able to converse with souls who
communicate with her, unexpectedly, while she is teaching, driving, taking a bath
and even while dancing with her daughters in the living room. From former lovers,
friends, family and students lost to rape, murder, and suicide to snarling former
teachers, famous authors, and her own lost child, the souls take her by surprise
until one soul visits simply to take her.

Black Rose Queen
From 1894/95-1935/36, pt.6 of each volume is issued separately, with titles,
1894/95-1902/03: Code list of merchant vessels of the United States;
1903/04-1935/36: Seagoing vessels of the United States.

Sarah's Christmas
Bound for a bilingual (English, German) junior and a lover of the grand Baroque
music, this book presents a detailed and illustrated biography with analytical
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summaries of the major works of a genius, who made his point. Every year across
the world, the Messiah is performed for Christmas and Easter. Played in reprise,
the First Part opening Mezzo softens any heart. Over the climax, when the chorus
commences to Hallelujah and Handel's music thunders, traditionally the whole
audience rises to their feet. That's a moving moment. This tradition was conceived
in times of King George I. When the King first heard the oratorio, he stood up and
everyone else followed. And the main reason of this glory was Handel's tough
character. He would do what his heart would dictate, of course within the
reasonable standards, and would do so with a non-moderated passion. With that
very passion, he made the King of England stand up.

Black Keys
When he's not practicing law, Dusty is riding in the high mountain country of the
Pacific Northwest with his sidekick and P.I., Mike. Divorced, Dusty never imagined
himself in a serious relationship again, until fellow lawyer and high country rider
Cassie appeared on the scene. Dusty was reviewing files in his office, when his old
pal Bill called with a case. "I have an outfitter friend down in Joseph, Oregon, who's
being sued. A couple celebrating their anniversary on a pack trip in the Eagle Cap
--the woman was killed during a day ride." Dusty accepts the case and looks
forward to finally riding in the Eagle Cap, something he'd dreamed about for years.
Little did he know, the job would test his friendship with Mike; strain his
relationship with Cassie to the breaking point, and put all of them in the crosshairs
of certain death. This is an action-packed adventure that will take you from Seattle
to Portland, and finally to the middle of the Eagle Cap Wilderness. A must read for
anyone who enjoys page-turning entertainment in the northwestern outdoors.
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